
“Hardship often prepares ordinary people for an extraordinary destiny!” 

– C.S. Lewis 

Greetings St. Odilia Families, 

  We hope that you are holding up ok in all things COVID, and of course the early return of winter!  We are pleased to 

continue to share that we have had only one confirmed case of COVID-19.  We continue to be grateful for the 

abundance of caution you all are taking in keeping your children home when they have been ill or appeared ill.  This year 

has been filled with many different hardships and burdens placed on you and your families, and yet you all continue put 

your best face forward and work to keep our school open and running.  This is something that continues to be 

impossible without the flexibility, understanding, patience, and grace from all of you.  We can tell you that in seeing your 

children in school, they are thriving.  The joy filling their voices as they walk by our office to go outside is music for our 

souls, and reminds us why it is we are doing what we are doing.  In the beginning, there was a lot of focus for them on 

the changes and things that were different, and now it feels like it is second nature for them – they are thinking about 

what they are learning, what they are playing outside at recess, and their friends.  As your health office nurses, we could 

not be prouder of how each and every one of your children have stepped up to face adversity given to everyone by 

COVID, and how graciously they have adapted to all they have been asked to do. 

Now for a couple of housekeeping items: 

- A reminder to make sure you are checking your children’s temperatures before bringing/sending them to 

school. 

- If you have questions regarding if your child should stay home or not please get in touch with the health office 

and we will help guide you in what to do. 

- If your child has one MORE COMMON symptom (see MDH decision tree for definition) or two LESS COMON 

symptoms (See MDH decision tree for definition), they and their siblings need to stay at home and you need to 

consult the health office for further direction. 

- Also, note that if anyone in your household has a COVID test pending, all members of the household must 

remain home until the results are known.  Please seek assistance from the health office on how to proceed. 

- See below for the CDC guidance on washing all those masks you have accumulated! 

 

How to clean masks in order to ensure they are not full of germs after use: 

 Masks should be washed regularly, and we would recommend washing them after a day of use (this is our 

recommendation, not the CDCs recommendation) 

 Include in regular laundry 

 Use regular detergent and wash in the warmest setting that the fabric of the mask will tolerate. 

How to dry: 

 If drying in the dyer, use the highest heat setting , and leave in the dryer until completely dry 

 If using air to dry, lay flat and let completely dry before wearing, and if possible place the mask in direct sunlight 

(We know this is not very likely in MN as the cold weather moves in). 

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-to-wash-cloth-face-coverings.html 

May the rest of your week be filled with endless blessings! 

        Katherine & Tracy 
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